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Editor-in-Chief Note

F

ebruary has been a busy month, to put it lightly. The winter Olympic Games in Beijing and
the Canada Convoy Protest were some of the central focuses in the media. For students

at the University of Lethbridge, the month began with the extension of online classes and then the
implementation of the ULFA strike resulting in pausing courses and uncertainty about how our semester
will look going forward. February is usually when students can look forward to a reading break; instead,
they are undoubtedly overwhelmed and concerned with how their education will be delivered this semester.
February is also Black history month. While Black histories should not only be highlighted during one
designated month of the year, it does serve as a reminder to honour the sacrifices, triumphs, adversities,
and contributions of people from the Black community past and present and to look into the legacies and
impacts that these histories have today. I have compiled a list of some of my favourite books from Black
authors and about Black history in my book recommendations. Our humanities columnist, Han, has written
an article examining Black history in Canada, which many seem to overlook our dark past. Rebecca, our
news columnist, talks about the faculty going on strike and the Pronghorns’ partnership with Big Brothers
Big Sisters. Valentine’s Day is also on many people’s minds this month. Han’s article on self-love is a good
reminder to check in with ourselves during this time too. Our science columnist, Edward, shares the exciting
developments with the Nasa Solar Probe and mRNA treatments and therapies extending to other conditions
aside from COVID vaccines. There are many other fascinating articles this month that are indeed worth
checking out!

Kianna Turner
FEBRUARY 3

EIC Book Recommendations
by Kianna Turner
Between the World
and Me,
by Ta-Nehisi Coates

The Three Mothers: How
the Mothers of Martin Luther King, Jr., Malcolm X,
and James Baldwin Shaped
a Nation,
by Anna Malaika Tubbs

The Hate U Give,
by Angie Thomas

Becoming,
by Michelle Obama

Dreams from My Father: A Story of Race and Inheritance,
by Barack Obama

Henry's Freedom Box: A
True Story from the Underground Railroad,
by Ellen Levine (author)
and Kadir Nelson (illustrator)
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PRONGHORNS IN THE
COMMUNITY:
PRONGHORN ATHLETICS TEAM UP
WITH BIG BROTHERS BIG SISTERS
By REBECCA MARTIN

T

he University of Lethbridge Athletics has

in-school mentoring, and Go Girl!/Game On! "It's the

partnered with Big Brothers Big Sisters

biggest intake we've seen in our entire history. In a

of Lethbridge and District to engage

given year, we normally process around 60 adult men-

student-athletes in community mentoring.

tor applications and from the Pronghorns alone, we've

This partnership will begin in February and will provide

received 70," said Visser. "This was three years in the

opportunities for student-athletes to mentor youth in

making for this to happen. I'm so excited that we have

the community through various programs offered by Big

this relationship, and it's not just a one-time thing. This

Brothers Big Sisters.

is a long-term ongoing commitment that the Pronghorns
are making." Visser went on to say that before this

The Pronghorn athletes have applied to be big brothers

partnership, Big Brothers and Big Sisters Lethbridge and

or big sisters, picking different programs that fit differ-

District normally serves 500-600 children in Lethbridge

ent schedules and commitments, said Jen Visser, Big

and the surrounding area. This partnership will allow

Brothers Big Sisters of Lethbridge and District Exec-

them to serve an additional 250 children, expanding

utive Director, in an interview with The Meliorist. The

their reach and serving more kids in the community

three programs offered are community-based mentoring,

that need support.
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As of writing, 70 Pronghorn student-athletes have gone
through the intake process to begin volunteering with Big
Brothers Big Sisters. "As we move forward with this partnership year over year, the athletes who entered in their
first year can just continue. It'll increase our percentage of
athletes that are in it as we move forward, but 70 for our
first kickoff is really exciting," said Spencer Pommells, University of Lethbridge Athletics manager, in an interview with
The Lethbridge Herald (Pulido-Guzman, 2022).
Pommells said that when the idea of student mentoring

References
Pronghorns Athletics and Big Brothers Big Sisters
create historic partnership. (2022, January 26).
University of Lethbridge Athletics. https://gohorns.
ca/news/2022/1/26/general-pronghorns-athletics-and-big-brothers-big-sisters-create-historic-partnership.aspx
Pulido-Guzman, A. (2022, January 27).
Pronghorns join with Big Brothers Big Sisters through mentorship program. The Lethbridge Herald - News and Sports from around
Lethbridge. https://lethbridgeherald.com/news/
lethbridge-news/2022/01/27/pronghorns-joinwith-big-brothers-big-sisters-through-mentorshipprogram/


was brought up to the student-athlete council, they were all
over it and that enrollment in the program is relatively equal
across all sports on the student-athlete council.
"Volunteering with BBBS has been an incredibly rewarding
and enjoyable experience!" said Pronghorn student-athlete
David Awosoga in a press release (Pronghorns Athletics and Big Brothers Big Sisters create historic partnership,
2022). "The caseworkers and support staff are passionate
and dedicated to service, and I have witnessed firsthand
the incredible impact of this organization on both the mentor
and the mentee."

You don't have to be a student-athlete to volunteer with
Big Brothers Big Sisters of Lethbridge and District. Those
interested can go to their website (www.bebig.ca) for more
information.
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ONLINE AGAIN:
WHATDOESTHISMEANFORSTUDENTS?
B y H A N S L AT E R
simply gives students a voice to express how they feel
about remote learning and how it has been affecting

Introduction
and Disclaimer

O

them for the last two years.

The Beginning

n January 14th, 2022, students at the
University of Lethbridge received an email

When the discussion of online classes began two years

stating that classes would remain online

ago, it was believed by most in the University and

until potentially February 28th. Some students were

the country that lockdown would only last two weeks.

shocked to discover that the University of Lethbridge

Of course, two years later, here we are now, with

would remain online. With Lethbridge College return-

most courses online still. Not to say this is necessarily

ing to in-person classes on January 21st, while also

a bad thing, as the University of Lethbridge put the

providing integrated online learning still an option for

safety of its students and workers first. It became in-

students, many students of the University were con-

creasingly evident that there was no slowing down the

fused. What does this mean for students now? Will

rising global COVID cases. The sudden shutdown and

we continue to remain online for the rest of the term,

transition to online learning were rocky and not easy

or will February see the return of on-campus learn-

for faculty and students. Launching the pass or fail

ing? Of course, the faculty and staff strike could also

option for students in Spring 2020 allowed a cushion

alter the potential return. This article does not intend to

for students trying to graduate and those attempting to

force readers to pick a side of the argument or paint

uphold a good GPA (Grade Point Average).

negative images of the faculty and staff. This article
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However, budget cuts and restraints on the Universi-

back-and-forth between in-person and online learning. On

ty made this transition difficult, and the scandal of the

social media, a petition became trending for students to

57-year old employee accused of stealing $580,000

sign “Commit to Online Learning for the Remainder of the

only worsened matters for the University (White, 2021).

Spring 2022” (Haas, 2022). John-Paul De Haas start-

Many students took to social media to voice their con-

ed this petition when the University informed the student

cerns over the University declining to lower tuition costs

body that online classes would continue until the 28th of

while the format for school remained online. Students

February; approximately January 14th is when the petition

that required studios in the Art department struggled to

began its circulation, and within three days, 1/8th of the

book studio times over the summer and navigate ev-

student body signed the petition. A decision to move the

er-changing COVID protocols. An anonymous source

rest of the semester to e-learning seems to offer students

spoke how at one point, multiple different students tested

comfort to avoid the continuous game of email tag with

positive for COVID within the Art department, concealed

COVID protocol information. An interview with a fifth-year

this information, and continued to use services on cam-

student from the New Media department, who intends

pus because of the unrelenting deadlines their professors

to graduate this semester, has stated that they under-

assigned them. Finding the suitable medium of workload

stand and support the decision made by the University to

and patience has been a struggle the last two years of

remain online during the pandemic. However, the student

the pandemic, and it has dramatically affected students

added that it would be better if the University could be

and faculty. With the continuation of online classes for

more consistent with delivering information because every-

students and faculty, the ever-present issue of workload,

thing feels uncertain. The desire to return to campus is

social isolation, and COVID conditions changing, there is

still apparent in most student bodies, as the petition only

a mutual air of discontent from the students.

contains 1/8th of signatures. There is still hope it seems
that students will return to campus. In the same interview

Online Classes & COVID Cases

and another interview with Taija Weiss, there is still an
understanding of why classes have returned to the online

The decision for classes to remain online was made in

format, but both students stated they would like to return

consultation with Alberta Health Services and monitor-

to campus.

ing the Omnicron variant rising across Canada (Mahon,
2022). The increase in Omnicron cases was cause for
concern, therefore return to online classes as it is apparent that it was more contagious and viral than the other
variants. Many students are frustrated with the constant
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ymous student in the New Media department has stated

Return to Campus?

that it does feel like the workload is heavier than before
the pandemic. The University of Lethbridge is aware that

In the interview with Taija Weiss, a third-year account-

the students wish to return to in-person classes as it is

ing major, she mentioned that online learning has made

better for them. Still, the sudden petition to move the

it harder to excel in her studies. In addition, she has

entire semester to online and the impending strike by

stated that being at home and doing classes through

the ULFA has shifted this desire to return to campus.

Zoom or prerecorded lectures have been challenging be-

Of course, there are no right or wrong answers here.

cause she is not in an environment that promotes learn-

This article demonstrates only concerning opinions and a

ing. To clarify, she strongly agrees that the University

rise in discontent with the handling of the term on the

of Lethbridge fosters an atmosphere of learning when

University's part.

on campus, but the same sentiment cannot be given to
e-learning. As a student at the University, I concur with

With the lack of stability in society, what this means

her statement that campus cultivates this learning experi-

for students is a continuously changing environment that

ence and online learning has more hurdles than antic-

will reflect the public health changes and mandates of

ipated. Since the start of online classes, the students'

Alberta and Canada. Perhaps this article provided some

workload has been consistent, if not heavier, since the

insight into how students feel regarding the continua-

pandemic began in 2020. The speculation given by

tion of online learning and will allow others a sense of

students is that professors seem to think they have

community to lessen feelings of isolation. On the other

extra time on their hands because everyone is following

hand, perhaps this article did not give comfort and only

COVID protocols and lockdowns. These ideas come from

provided more stress for readers. There are many sides

the vast increase of internet meme culture on social

to the ongoing argument of what is better for students,

media that pictures young adults are struggling with the

staff, faculty, and administrators. However, the common-

increased workload. Is this an increase in workload, or

ality that these arguments share is an understanding,

is it simply harder to work in an environment that does

stretched patience, and tiredness over the never-ending

not promote learning? Perhaps both are true. An anon-

changes COVID-19 presents.
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I will take this moment to mention counselling services
are available with the University of Lethbridge should
students feel the need to access them at any point in
time; the lovely individuals there will help and provide
resources for those who need them. Hopefully, the
main point is to give a sense of compassion for all
students, faculty, staff, and administrators during this
very frustrating time. For more current information and
updates about the ongoing changes that will affect the
community at the University, please refer to the FAQ
page concerning COVID-19 updates on the University

References
“FAQ for Students.” (2022). https://www.ulethbridge.
ca/ross/faq-students.
Hass, John De-Paul. (2022). “Commit to online learning for the remainder of the spring 2022.”
Change.org. https://www.change.org/p/commit-to-online-learning-for-the-remainder-of-the-spring-2022-semester?recruiter=1227462338&utm_campaign=signature_receipt&utm_medium=twitter&utm_source=share_petition.
White, Ryan. (2021). “Employee accused of stealing
more than $500K from University of Lethbridge.” CTV
News. https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/employee-accusedof-stealing-more-than-500k-from-university-of-lethbridge-1.5405971.

of Lethbridge website.
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FACULTY GOING
ON STRIKE
By REBECCA MARTIN

"job action" that can occur. A strike is an action that

S

a union (or, in this case, a faculty association) takes
tudents at the University have been re-

that essentially withdraws labour from an employer. It

ceiving emails about the ongoing negotia-

is important to note that if the ULFA votes "yes" to

tions between the University of Lethbridge

strike, it won't immediately happen. Rather, a "yes"

Faculty Association (ULFA) and the University Board

vote is used more as a negotiation tool as employ-

of Governors (the Board), but what do they mean

ers are motivated to negotiate more seriously and

exactly?

settle before the strike deadline. The second form of
job action that can occur is a lockout. A lockout is

ULFA members (professors, instructors, and librari-

exactly what it sounds like: the employer literally locks

ans) have been without a contract since June 30th,

out the employees from accessing buildings, emails,

2020. Negotiations between the two came to a halt

and other university websites/software. This was

on January 17th, 2022, when mediation broke down.

referenced in the two emails sent out to students. If

This led to a two-week cooling-off period. A vote to

a vote "yes" occurs, ULFA must submit a 72-hour

strike will be held by ULFA members on February

notice in advance of striking.

2nd – 3rd, 2022. The vote to strike is one form of
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The email students received said,

ing their instructors, even though

Union has an excellent and helpful

"a Faculty Association strike will

such instructors are often the first

report outlining post-secondary

halt all faculty-led student learning

point of student contact for emer-

strikes in Canada. It can provide

and research opportunities at the

gencies (mental health, etc.)."

some background information on

University. Prolonged instructional

ULFA also noted that they are not

what happens before and after a

delay threatens student outcomes

planning on abandoning students

strike (you can find the link at the

and may result in the loss of the

and encouraged members to send

end of the article).

entire Spring 2022 semester."

out alternative email addresses to

The unsigned emails sent by the

students so instructors can still be

ULFA says that three main ideas

university contradict the intent of

reached when the strike occurs.

have been unresolved in negoti-

ULFA as ULFA members have

"It is in nobody's interest to harm

ations. The first one is equity. In

chosen not to strike against re-

the future success of our Universi-

a media release, ULFA says that

search and other scholarly activity.

ty or risk the health and safety of

"Sessional lecturers are the Uni-

In response to the email, ULFA

our students and other Albertans

versity's most poorly paid mem-

said, "This is a reckless decision,

in order to gain short-term tactical

bers. They have no job security

both because it will damage the

advantage at the bargaining table."

and do not receive funds to cover

long-term reputation and stand-

The idea of post-secondary insti-

professional expenses. The Board

ing of our University and because

tutions having the right to strike is

will not commit to anything beyond

cutting off online services may

a relatively new concept in Alberta.

tweaks to existing language to ad-

impact the health and safety of our

In April of 2017, the provincial

dress this inequity. In addition, the

students and the general public. It

government introduced legisla-

Board will not provide any health

affects researchers who work with

tion that allows academic staff at

benefits to sessional lecturers,

human subjects or whose ethics

universities (faculty associations,

many of whom have been work-

approvals require them to provide

graduate students, and post-doc-

ing in this precarious position for

researcher email addresses. It also

toral fellows) the right to strike.

years." The second idea is parity.

prevents students from contact-

The University of Alberta's Students
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In the past, ULFA and the Board have used five uni-

negotiations, as well as the restructuring of faculties

versities as salary comparators in the collective bargain-

and departments at the University. Ashley Pollock, an

ing process. Front line educators at the University of

executive member of SSAC, said, "we aim to provide

Lethbridge are paid substantially less than educations at

students with all of the relevant information put out by

these other institutions. Joy Morris, a ULFA Negotiating

the three largest contributors (The University's Board of

Team member, said in the media release, "The financial Governors, The Faculty Association, and the Student's
offers on the table will not even keep up with inflation

Union) so that they may easily access information

and will certainly not result in salaries that are competi-

and critically consider what is being said." "The need

tive enough to attract and retain high-quality researchers

for this group arose as we realized that there was a

and educators; this is especially hard on our newest

significant disruption in the chain of information between

Members and our sessional lecturers." The final idea

students and the university at large," said Pollock. "Our

outlined by ULFA is respect. "During the worst budget

Facebook page is a space where members of the uni-

cutbacks of a generation and an aggressive restructuring

versity community can find information from all contrib-

plan, the Board has limited faculty and students' ability

utors, voice their concerns, and ask questions." SSAC

to contribute to the University's decision- making. The

believes that the student body deserves to be informed

Board also refused to allow Members a say in how

and consulted when it comes to serious issues like the

their own money will be spent on benefits like vision

recent negotiation breakdown and restructuring proposals

and dental care." Despite the rising tensions, ULFA is

at the University. "It is the responsibility of the uni-

still hopeful that a settlement can be reached. In the

versity to keep their primary stakeholders informed of

media release, Locke Spencer, ULFA's Chief Negotia-

jarring transitions which will impact not only the quality

tor, said, "as we have seen at Concordia University of

of students' experience but also the continuity of study."

Edmonton and the University of Manitoba, we can reach

Pollock added, "there is no reason that students should

an agreement. It just requires an employer prepared to

only now be made aware of the potential consequences

bargain in good faith on these important issues."

of failing negotiations when the negotiations have been
ongoing for over 500 days." Pollock wants students

The Meliorist reached out to the U of L Student Sol-

to remember that "what is good for faculty is ultimate-

idarity and Action Council (SSAC) to talk about the

ly good for students. Though this time is stressful and

ongoing faculty-board negotiations. SSAC is a stu-

filled with many unknowns, remember this is an attempt

dent-led group that aims to provide students with

to make our university better."

accurate, transparent, and prompt information about the
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Death Rituals:
A Comparison of
Peru,Tibet,andKenya
B y H A N S L AT E R

Introduction and Disclaimer

T

culture grew over the years. Places that I will analyze

the body or pass easily like the tide on the beach.

they developed through history. In this introduction, I

Grief is something everyone experiences in their own

would like to add a disclaimer for topics that may trig-

way. There is no right or wrong way to grieve a loved

ger some. This article will speak heavily on the subject

one, a friend, an acquaintance, or even a pet. What

of death, grief, funerary practices, and suicide. We all

matters the most is maintaining sensitivity around ev-

inevitably have to face death one day, but it is a fasci-

eryone's grieving process and rituals. Death has been

nating topic to discuss when observing from an objective

a constant in human history, but the things that divide

viewpoint.

hinking about death and grief always puts

will be Peru, Tibet, and Kenya to understand death

things into perspective for people. Emotions

cultures from different points of the world to understand

overflow; they flood the senses and consume

how other groups of people deal with death and how

it are the rituals and culture surrounding it. It changes
depending on where one is in the world and how their
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Tibet: Bardo Thödol (Great Liberation
Through Hearing the Bardo)
Tibet is an autonomous region within China and has
maintained its own governmental system. Buddhism in
Tibet, also known as a branch of Vajrayana that had
developed within Tibet during the 7th century CE, is
still predominantly practiced in Tibet today. The Bardo Thödol is an idea practiced in Tibetan Buddhism
and provokes this image of obtaining enlightenment
and rebirth. Vajrayana is composed of discipline, yoga,
and mantra as a simplified way of quickly explaining
what Vajrayana is. So how does something seemingly surrounding life and activity influence death rituals?
The person dying and being cared for by their family should be surrounded by their friends and loved
ones until the moment they cease breathing (Thupten
& Kilty, 2011). A blessed pill is administered to the
dying before they stop breathing, and friends take turns
shouting into the ear of the dying to meditate on the
connection they had with their spiritual master (Thupten & Kilty, 2011). Unless the dying individual is a
family man, then the wife and children should not be
present for this so that the man may focus on main-

but it is important to note that these practices passed
down for centuries are rooted in traditions that mainly
focussed on men. Perhaps things have changed now,
but it is also unlikely. Butter or oil lamps are placed
around the corpse to ensure protection against evil
spirits attempting to enter the body; mourning family
members should wear their hair loose with no braids,
no jewellery, unwashed faces and old black clothing,
and there should be no dancing for 49 days (Thupten & Kilty, 2011). There should also be a bowl filled
with rice, bread, and tea every morning and every
evening, an offering of burnt barley accompanied by
the sounds of cymbals (Thupten & Kilty, 2011). This
is a stark contrast to death practices in North America,
mainly America and Canada. This practice is strongly influenced by Buddhist teachings, of course, but it
has an element of life-preserving after death. Food is
served to the deceased, and it involves the community of people who knew the deceased in sending the
dying off. Something very different from how death is
perceived in Canada and America. Of course, we still
have two other places to examine. They may be just
as different or similar.

taining piousness and virtue for rebirth (Thupten &
Kilty, 2011). The case for a woman is not mentioned,
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instruments, and feasting (Kisiara,

(CGC Ltd, 2020). It is important

1998). A celebration of the transi-

to note because they have equal

tion of life to death, from the ma-

reverence for their ancestors and

The unfortunate reality that we face

terial world into the spiritual world.

feel it is important to acknowledge

when speaking about death ritu-

It is also important to acknowledge

them. This is not ancestor wor-

als surrounding Africa is the heavy

that there are multiple ethnic groups

ship; instead, it is viewed as if

colonial influence of Britain and

within Africa's continent and are not

they forget or dismiss an ancestor,

France has left a permanent misun-

limited to one tradition, but rather

then they are truly forgotten (CGC

derstanding of the entire continent.

they express and mingle with other

Ltd, 2020). A rather significant

Many Westerners believe that Africa

tribal rituals. For the purpose of

value they hold within their culture

is a ground of death and the peo-

this article, I shall establish who I

that is not limited to the people of

ple living there are accustomed to

am speaking about before I state a

Kenya, but this article will focus on

death, where the world of the living

piece of information. A large group

Kenya specifically. It is collectively

and the dead become one; this is

of languages used across Africa is

shared when someone passes in

a gross understanding of Africa and

known as Bantu, spoken by many

the family, as lists of responsibili-

one that should be revoked. Why

groups of people from the Ni-

ties encompass much of the family

do I say this? European colo-

ger-Congo regions. This is signif-

members. Kin, friends, and commu-

nizers fetishized and at the same

icant because of a phrase that is

nity to prepare for the funeral. It is

time despised Africa and its culture

from the people of Kenya, "Ha-

an important stage of life for those

simply because they were afraid of

rambee," (coming from the Bantu

who pass on and those who par-

what they could not understand and

word meaning "to pull together")

ticipate in preparing for the funeral.

the white supremacist attitudes that

that defines the people's approach

It is generally believed that one's

garnered much of the Age of Ex-

to others in life (Commisceo Global

ancestors are thought to influence

ploration in the past. My attempt is

Consulting Ltd, 2020). In return, it

events in life since they are in a

to put these misconceptions about

defines how they view families and

limbo state and closer to God than

Africa to rest and shine a light on

influences much of their famil-

the living (CGC, 2020).

the realities of the rich culture in

ial culture. This means that when

Africa, specifically analyzing Kenya

people marry, they will merge their

and their death rituals. Funeral rites

families. Often, the male's parents

in communities of Africa typically

will move in with the nuclear family

garner some sort of social aspect,

so that they may rely upon a large

singing, dancing, playing musical

group of people in their family

Kenya: Haram bee
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Therefore, family members may make

and decay is not regularly associated

provided to celebrate the deceased

offerings to their ancestors or name a

with South America. Of course, this

person's life, the celebration lasts into

baby after one so that their spirit can

is still a point of contention among

the night, and there is a law that

live in the child (CGC Ltd, 2020).

scholars, but that is not the point of

mandates that the deceased is to

Harbouring this respect and acknowl-

this article. The point is to focus on

be buried within three days of death

edgment towards one's ancestors

death rituals within Peru. Evidence

(Hidalgo, etc., 2020).

are believed to maintain peace and

for the existence of some kind of

Interestingly, they still celebrate the

stability within the home and life—a

mortuary rituals in the Andes can

Day of the Dead, but they do not

similar concept to the previously dis-

be dated to the pre-ceramic period,

engage in funerary practices of the

cussed Tibetan Buddhists.

about 6,000 BCE (Before Com-

Inca people, the people that came

mon Era), which corresponds to the

before them that dwelled within the

earliest tombs found by archaeolo-

Andes. This is not a slight nor a

gists (Ossio, 1999). Of course, the

judgment upon them, but merely an

Now, let us consider the death cul-

discovery of human remains within

observation and discussion point. Is it

ture and rituals presiding over Peru.

tombs can be dated back to 10,000

because of the influence of Spanish

A different approach will be warrant-

BCE. Still, funerary practices are

colonialism? Catholicism spreading

ed, garnering the ideas that involve

harder to determine because of the

through Latin America was evident

the South American country. Mainly

lack of preservation. Things like gold,

during the conquistador's era of ex-

because Kenya faced heavy coloni-

silver, copper, clay pots, and animal

ploration, but is this a strong enough

zation from Britain and France in its

remains, depending on the status

reason for the lack of varying funer-

history, but South America was differ-

of the deceased, could be found in

ary practices? Perhaps, or perhaps

ent on its own. Much influence came

gravesites. For the most part, howev-

not.

from Spanish influence in its history

er, many Peruvian residents part-take

but did not subject Peru to this idea

in much of the same funerary prac-

of constant death plaguing the country

tices of North American culture. Sim-

or the continent of South America.

ply a funerary service with a casket,

This is not to downplay or state that

and after the burial, there is a wake

South America was not subject to

at a family member's house (Hidalgo,

Europe's Imperialism, but the asso-

etc., 2020). The only difference is

ciation of constant death, disease,

that there is lots of food and drinks

Peru
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Conclusion
This has been an informative exploration of death rituals and cultures in different parts of the world. Upon
closer examination, Kenya, Tibet, and Peru demonstrate
a close relationship to family and friends during a
time of loss. This might indicate how older civilizations
handled death and their funerary practices, but that is
just a hypothesis. It is undeniable that there are some
similarities across the different cultures in different parts
of the world, and there are some differences in how
people grieve and handle their recently departed. It just
begs the question of why there are so many similarities
and how the differences shape the cultures just enough
that they aren't the same. This is just a speculation
and discussion point, and no real true answer will
come of it, but it is just a fun point of conjecture and
a point of intrigue.
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PARANORMAL ACTIVITIES:
MORAL OBLIGATIONS VS.
DARK INTRIGUE
B y H A N S L AT E R

Introduction

in this article, as there will be a discussion around stories

T

of tragedy, such as death, suicide, and murder. Morbid

come from? Why is it so prominent today? How many

spirits. However, as we typically see in the media, they

people believe in the paranormal? This article will discuss

are sensationalized and often marketed as teen thrillers or

the historical fascination with the paranormal and oc-

horror films that will terrify people. So, why this fascina-

cult activities, as well as why it is so popular today and

tion? Let us begin with a look into the past.

he fascination with paranormal and occult ac-

topics draw people into historical landmarks and stories;

tivities has made a significant impact on media

learning about what happened and how events happened

consumption today. Where did this fascination

is usually associated with reaching out to the afterlife and

how many people truly believe in the supernatural. This

Reaching Out:

article does not intend to undermine religious or spiritual

Romanticism and Spiritualism

beliefs of the afterlife, nor does it intend to invoke ideas
that everyone should believe in the paranormal. This is
purely based on documented findings from history and
the large amount of media that is based on hauntings,
demons, ghosts, spirits, and others alike. I will include a
disclaimer of some triggering topics that may be covered
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There have been defining points of a change in beliefs,
practices, and understandings of how the cosmos work
throughout history. Whether they are true or not, it does
not change that humanity has given life to the various
beliefs that make up our culture today.

The paranormal appearing in history has provided new

the paranormal could constitute many things in the past.

insights into early modern cosmology, communities,

So, why does our current definition of the paranormal

confessionalization, and spiritual conviction (Edwards,

not encompass these ideas? It could be possible that

2012). Before going further, let us define what the

the advancement of science has altered this definition of

paranormal is. Today when we Google the definition of

paranormal, but societal understandings and perceptions

paranormal, we get this definition: “paranormal is denot-

of what paranormal is, differ from this definition.

ing events or phenomena such as telekinesis or clairvoyance that are beyond the scope of normal scientific

Cultural Phenomenon:

understanding.” This definition negates anything about

Ghost Tourism

ghosts, demons, spirits, or even hauntings of material objects or landmarks. The most basic definition for

Despite this alteration to the definition of paranormal and

early modern Europeans was a dead person returned

what had changed from the past, ghost-themed walking

to Earth, but such a simple classification ignores many

tours are increasingly popular in the United States and

complexities in belief (Edwards, 2012). Apparitions

globally (Gentry, 2007). Dark tourism destinations feed

labelled ‘‘ghosts’’ could be somewhat ethereal or man-

a growing public fascination with death, and people are

ifest purely as sound, movement, or sudden tempera-

often encouraged to engage in somber reflection about

ture shifts, all aspects of the ghostly familiar to mod-

tragic aspects of history (Gentry, 2007). It is import-

ern readers (Edwards, 2012). Yet animated corpses

ant to note that ghost tourism, sometimes referred to

could also be called ghosts, and some apparitions could

as dark tourism, does not account for the seriousness

be sensibly indistinguishable from the living (Edwards,

of the morbid and complicated stories of the past. It

2012). Although exhibiting some fundamental differenc-

does not intend to offend or make light of a place of

es, ‘‘ghost,’’ ‘‘demon,’’ ‘‘the returned dead,’’ ‘‘appa-

tragedy; instead, it is full of curious intent. Tour guides,

rition,’’ ‘‘phan-tom,’’ ‘‘shade,’’ and ‘‘spirit’’ were often

ghost hunters, and urban explorers are able to detach

used interchangeably, and all highlight essential quali-

themselves from the tragedies of the haunted locations

ties early modern Europeans saw as possible for their

because of the time when past tragedies struck. On the

dead (Edwards, 2012). So, what does this ultimately

other hand, Ghost walks are almost wholly centered on

mean? It means that early modern Europe believed that

paranormal issues.
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Moreover, the walk itself has a certain sense that

es killing nearly 600,000 people in affected areas

guarantees face-to-face confrontations with “ghosts.” In

(Yankovska, G., & Hannam, K., 2014). The obses-

contrast, the traditional guided tour around a castle or

sion with dark tourism garners concern in a moral and

monument can scarcely guarantee anything in the way

ethical sense but has proven to be financially beneficial

of the spectral (Inglis, D., & Holmes, M., 2003). In

for countries.

some fashion, the ghost walk can assert itself as being good value for money because it provides what it

Moral Obligations?

promises—an encounter with the fearful—one that other
types of the tour cannot fulfill (Inglis, D., & Holmes,

We have uncovered a moral question through the

M., 2003). The monetary value in ghost tourism has

discussion and dissection of the paranormal and how

increased in recent years as more and more people

it affects humans. Is it right for people to partake in

become fans of the occult and the paranormal. Does

dark tourism and visit locations that are affected by

this become an ethical issue then? If we assume that

supposed hauntings? If a place of tragedy is affect-

ghosts are real, is it considered taboo to trespass on

ed by hauntings of ghosts and spirits of the people

the site where they passed on? Most sites consider

who died there, should it not be the human obligation

it to be okay because of the amount of time that has

to respect the home of the dead and not parade it

passed since a tragic event. What about sites that are

through media and tourist schemes? Or, has enough

considered to be of great tragedy, such as Chernobyl?

time passed in these places that it is considered to

The exclusion zone extends approximately 30 km in

be okay to explore and attempt to commune with the

radius from the Chernobyl nuclear reactor and covers

afterlife? There is no sure answer here, and this ar-

around 2600 km of the Ukrainian mainland (Yankovs-

ticle does not intend to push one in a certain way or

ka, G., & Hannam, K., 2014). It includes the most

another. It is a discussion of ethics and has become a

visited tourist places of Chernobyl city, the town of

point of contention within the last two decades among

Pripyat, and roughly 180 villages that were evacuated

scholars (Chen, S., & Xu, H., 2021). It is argued

and placed under military control due to the disaster

that the tourists who take part in dark tourism or visit

(Yankovska, G., & Hannam, K., 2014). There are

places of monumental figures of the past are not to

claims that the site of Pripyat is haunted by some

gawk or make light of the tragedy that befell them, but

civilians who were later affected by nuclear radiation,

rather the consequences of the disaster (Chen, S., &

with leukemia, cancer, and other circulatory diseas-

Xu, H., 2021).
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Perhaps that is true, but it is a matter of individual

to push but merely observe and report on findings. A

motive and reasoning for visiting places of dark origin.

humble prediction that I have merely from the evidence

This is not meant to discourage individuals from visiting

of growth in the tourist and hospitality industry because

sites of historical importance that are linked to mass

of dark tourism is that we will only see increases in the

tragedy, but further studies may need to be done on

industry globally as morbid curiosity plagues the human

why people visit dark tourism locations.

mind. Perhaps later down the road, we will determine
why most people visit dark places and sites of haunt-

Conclusion

ings. Until then, it is something to think about and
ponder.

The rise in interest concerning paranormal and dark
tourism has cause for concern over the moral and
ethical questions surrounding humanity’s interest in the
morbid. In recent decades dark tourism has become a
viable source of income for countries that have been
full of dreadful tragedies and, as a result, have had a
booming industry in tourism and hospitality. Of course,
COVID-19 has slowed international travel with travel
restrictions. However, online tours are still very much
accessible, and e-book sales have increased, indicating
a stable interest in places that are currently otherwise
inaccessible. Nevertheless, there is still evidence to
suggest that people visit these places out of reflection
and pondering. More studies need to be done on the
reasoning for the visitation of sites to accurately ascer-
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Canada’s Cover:
An Examination of
Black History
B y H A N S L AT E R

Introduction and Disclaimer

T

his article will discuss the importance of

It is necessary to be more mindful and educated about

examining black history in the world. This

supremacist policies ingrained in our political, education-

article, however, will discuss the North Amer-

al, economic, and societal institutions. Continuing with

ican context, the Canadian and American records to

this article, I will discuss historical policies, situations,

be more exact. Why is this important to discuss? Why

and events that affected the black community before

should it be reviewed so extensively? First, it is vital to

transitioning into today's Black Lives Matter movement.

acknowledge the struggles that groups of people faced

This article will review events and themes that may be

in the past and how it has determined much of the

triggering for some, so I will include a disclaimer of

inherently racist policies and outcomes they face to-

these topics that I will discuss before going forward.

day. Secondly, it is crucial to uplift the black voices of

This article will discuss lynchings (death by hanging),

history and today. Thirdly, a month (February) should

murder, sexual violence, slavery, segregation, and vio-

not spark this conversation only once a year; instead,

lent hate groups such as the KKK.

it should be discussed and advocated for continuously.
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Unfortunately, these topics are

tinction to their vast, wealthy, and

at the time (Walker, 1985). After

essential to understanding Black

noisy neighbour, America (McK-

the British conquest, more enslaved

histories since they are intertwined

ercher, 2019). What does this

African Americans were shipped

and engrained within their past.

mean? Essentially this means that

to Canada but were defined by

This article intends to inform and

a critical component of various

positions rather than racial inferior-

educate the audience on Black his-

forms of Canadian nationalism and

ity (Walker, 1985). Walker states

tories within Canada and America

identity has been un-American-

that racial inferiority and stereotypes

and how policies intent on harming

ism, or more simply, not being

emerged from Afro-Americans being

people of colour have prevailed in

associated with America as much

put into slave positions with Indige-

institutions today.

as possible (McKercher, 2019).

nous people. Thus, the stereotypes

If one looked closer into issues

of dependence, laziness, unskilled,

of America and Canada that are

and lack of initiative became the

frequently a subject of debate, one

associated characteristics of the

would find that they are not that

Black community and, by exten-

Many individuals within Canada be-

much different. Where do these

sion, to the Indigenous population

lieve that Canada is not as bad as

ideas come from? According to

as well. By the time Confedera-

the U.S when it comes to racism,

James W. Walker's book, Racial

tion happened, a colour line was

violence, and inequality. However,

Discrimination in Canada: The Black

established. Those who fell in line

to believe Canada is not as bad

Experience, the first enslaved Afri-

with the black community were also

as America is an uninformed belief.

can American landed in Quebec in

subjected to this divide from main-

The point of comparison is es-

1628 (Walker, 1985). However,

stream society.

sential: Canadians searching for a

Walker explains that the definition

distinct identity have often chosen

was not a "race" thing but rather

to define themselves in contradis-

the hierarchical standards of France

Civil Rights in
Canada and America
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Segregation was also established

barred Black people from min-

of enslaving people. In attempts to

in Canada after slavery had been

gling with White people in saloons,

reestablish their dominance, White

abolished in 1834 Canada. In

churches, and other public places

people employed unrelenting violence

1850, Ontario had enacted the

that outright refused service to Black

of various types, the most highly

Common School Act, which sepa-

people (Walker, 1985). A societal

publicized and socially significant of

rated White and Black people from

understanding of Black people being

which tended to be lynchings and

attending school (Walker, 1985).

separate from White people was

race riots (Campney, 2010). In

While Black children were still forced

generally accepted and bolstered

the case of lynchings, groups of

to go to school, they could be

by White riots that only sought to

White people hanged, dragged, shot,

forced to attend at different times

further the divide between White and and burned Black people accused of

from White children if a school for

Black people.

Black students was not available

offences against White people, most
often when Black men were ac-

in the area (Walker, 195). Even

America was much in the same

cused of assaulting a White woman

when the Pacific Coast demonstrated

understanding of the treatment of

(Campney, 2010). These incidents

an economic boom from the edu-

Black people and keeping them

were highly publicized compared

cated and free Black people moving

separate from White people. The

to their northern neighbours, where

to the West Coast from California,

difference was the volume and level

violent incidents were few and far

Black people still faced discrimina-

of outright disdain for the govern-

between, especially when it came to

tion. Defending the Vancouver area

ment attempting to integrate Black

reporting. Nonetheless, the Recon-

from White American encroach-

people into mainstream society. The

struction era is arguably one of

ment, the Black community formed

Reconstruction era (1865-1877)

the points in history when Cana-

the Victoria Pioneer Rifle Company

is the period after the Civil War in

dians associate violent images with

and managed to defend the territory

which the United States attempt-

Americans and claim that they are

from disgruntled White Americans

ed to reintegrate those freed from

nothing like the U.S. It is a matter

(Walker, 1985). However, despite

slavery into society, and is a pivotal

of reporting on the situation and the

the advantages and heroic demon-

point in history because of its at-

volume of reports.

strations, segregation prevailed and

tempt at change from the status quo
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Unfortunately, the highly publicized

actually, let us discuss the increase

grassroots author of Policing Black

incidents of violence in America

in recent years of talking and taking

Lives: State violence in Canada

only bolstered the white supremacist

a second look at the reality Black

from slavery to the the present.

groups, and the formation of the

people face.

In the interview, they discuss Rob

Klu Klux Klan (KKK) materialized
out of these demonstrations of hate.

Ford, Ontario premiere, who made a

Dying for Equality

A white supremacist group that has

comment stating that "It's like night
and day, compared to Canada and

prevailed through history because

Considering the violence commit-

the U.S. I'm proud to be Canadian,

of these hateful ideas and is still a

ted against Black people historically,

and I'm proud to be the premiere of

group in America today. Brief and

let us consider the ramifications of

Ontario. Thank God that uh, we're

now underground in Canada, there

these policies and societal ideas.

different from the United States, and

are some incidents of the KKK

Has anything changed? Well, yes,

we don't have the systemic, deep-

having a presence predominantly in

slavery is gone, segregation is also

roots that they have had for years."

Saskatchewan in the 1920s, but

gone, but racist ideologies are still

The systemic deep-roots that Rob

came to a decline in the province

very much present. In an interview

Ford is referring to is systemic

(Banfield, 2015). There was a

between Carole MacNeil and Robyn

racism. Policies that are inherently

rise in the late 1970s in Ontario,

Maynard, they discuss opinions and

racist, based on horrid stereotypes

Alberta, and British Columbia, but

insights into anti-black racism in

of the past, and have not changed

the Klan's ideas have done little

Canada. They reference individuals

since they were enacted, or modi-

to provoke recruitment in Canada

who still believe that Canada is not

fied to the detriment of Black peo-

(Banfield, 2015). So what does

as bad as the U.S. Carole MacNeil

ple, Indigenous people, and even to

all this historical information have

is a CBC News reporter. Robyn

an extent, Asian communities.

to do with today's policies? A lot

Maynard is a scholarly feminist
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Robyn Maynard's response is as follows when asked if

have to sacrifice themselves to progress civil rights and

she agreed with his statement, ". . . It is clearly the

equality to provoke the conversation?

most inaccurate and distorted statement I can imagine.
You only have to look for two headlines in our own
country to know that, even in Ontario. The Ontario
Human Rights Commission put out a report that came
out fairly recently in the last few years, showing that
black people in Toronto were twenty times more likely
to be shot and killed by the police. That is very clear
to me that we have a systemic anti-black racism in
terms of police killings. It's clear in terms of over-incarceration of black people, we see a school-to-prison
pipeline… We need to understand that anti-black racism
is endemic and built into the fabric of Canadian society. . ." So, I present a question to you, reader, do
people need to die for equality? Why does one person
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Move Aside Icarus,
Theres a New Sun
Flyer in Town:
Nasa Solar Probe
By E D WA R D H S I A N G

H

umankind has long since revered the Sun,

surface was, with the best guess of between 4.3 to

worshipping helio-gods and writing fables

8.6 million miles from the actual surface of the Sun

on Icarus who flew too close to the Sun. It

(NASA, 2021). As such, the Parker spacecraft was

might be comical than that a space probe named Park-

set to a spiral trajectory that orbits the Sun, getting

er is the first man-made object to “touch” the Sun.

closer and closer on each pass. Three years after its
launch, and on its eighth flyby of the Sun, the probe

The probe launched on August 12th, 2018, on a mis-

breached the corona at around 8.1 million miles from

sion to further our understanding of the Sun’s atmo-

the Sun’s surface for the first time. For context, the

sphere. Unlike our planet, the star has no solid surface

Helios probes sent out in the late 70’s only got about

but does have an atmosphere composed of solar ma-

27 million miles from the Sun’s surface.

terial bound by gravity and magnetic forces. The edge
of the upper atmosphere (corona) is called the Alfvén

Revelations about what goes on in the star’s atmo-

critical surface, where solar material with sufficient ener-

sphere sound like a sci-fi aficionado’s wet dream. On

gy is able to escape and make its voyage through the

its journey in and out of the jagged upper atmosphere,

cosmos as solar wind. Due to how bright and hot the

the Parker probe was able to pass through a solar

Sun is and the constantly emitted solar wind, scien-

structure called a pseudostreamer.

tists were unable to determine where the Alfvén critical
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http://parkersolarprobe.jhuapl.edu/Multimedia/Images.php)

These are massive regions jutting out from the sur-

ence to hurl the probe towards the sun. The path stays

face that are viewable from the earth during total solar

on the planetary plane, and the craft will fly past Venus

eclipses and regions where magnetic fields entirely

a total of seven times throughout its eight-year-long

govern the flow of solar particles. The spacecraft expe-

journey.

rienced a calm in the barrage of solar wind, and fewer
switchbacks in its flight trajectory, due to the enormous

To shield the probe from the intense heat of the Sun,

magnetic influence on all things within the region.

a 4.5-inch thick, 8-foot diameter wafer of carbon foam
sandwiched between carbon composite made by Ul-

The space probe is also making record-breaking speeds

tramet is mounted at the front of the cylindrical struc-

through space at close to 587,000 km/h, around

ture (Ultramet).

475 times the speed of sound. Last November 2021,

“We found out the heat shield works so well that we

it made its 10th approach to the Sun, coming 4.89

had to put some of the heaters on for the instruments,

million miles of the surface in good health, and will get

even at closest approach,” said Nicky Fox, director of

as close as 3.83 million miles in 2025 on its final

NASA’s heliophysics division.

approach. The launch path of Parker originally sent it
past Venus based on celestial navigator Yanping Guo’s
suggestion (Nature, 2019), using its gravitational influ-
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It might be mind-boggling to most that a heat shield

of niobium alloy to withstand high temperatures. These

mounted on only one side of the spacecraft protects

antennas will monitor the solar winds emitted from the

it against the immensely high temperatures found near

Sun during Parker’s approach.

the Sun. Here NASA scientists rely on the absence of
particles found in the vacuum of space. For those of

WISPR is the only imaging instrument onboard and

you who haven’t taken any physics recently, high tem-

looks at the large-scale picture of solar features be-

peratures correspond to how fast particles are moving,

fore the probe flies through it. This helps scientists

while high heat corresponds to how much energy these

link large solar phenomena with the detailed physical

particles can transfer. Since very few particles are

measurements being carried out by the other instrument

moving in space, the high temperatures do not actually

suites.

transfer much heat to the spacecraft, even within the
Sun’s atmosphere. According to NASA, even as the

SWEAP stands for Solar Wind Electrons Alphas and

probe travels through temperatures of several million

Protons investigation and counts electrons, protons

degrees, the heat shield that faces the Sun will only

and helium ions present in solar winds. By measur-

get up to 1,400 oC, and the spacecraft body will sit

ing physical properties such as velocity, density, and

at around 30 oC (NASA, 2018).

temperature of these particles, scientists can better
understand the composition of solar wind and coronal

Now for the nerdy stuff. Onboard, the spacecraft will

plasma.

be a variety of cutting-edge instruments that will allow
scientists on earth to understand better what goes on

The last instrument suite onboard is ISOIS, which also

near the surface of the Sun. This data will allow for

measures particles across a wide range of energies in

better predictions on solar flares and storms that could

an effort to understand where they came from and how

affect satellites around earth.

they move out from the Sun.
Assuming all remains well as Parker plummets clos-

The first of four instrument suites onboard is FIELDS,

er and closer into the Sun, the 1.5 billion dollar craft

which captures the scale and shape of electric and

should remain operational past 2025 before ultimately

magnetic fields with five antennas. Four of them stick

plunging into the celestial body it set out to observe.

out beyond the spacecraft’s heat shield and are made
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MRNA SUCCESS INSPIRES
NEW
TREATMENTS AND THERAPIES
By E D WA R D H S I A N G

D

espite fear-mongering trepidation towards
“novel” mRNA-based vaccines, Moderna and
Pfizer have been demonstrating how well their

COVID-19 vaccines function over the past two years,
with little to no side effects. Despite their work being

Your body itself relies on messenger RNA (mRNA) as

the first mRNA vaccines to reach mass production, the

blueprints to synthesize proteins essential for function.

technology itself finds its roots in Robert Malone’s land-

Much like DNA, RNA uses nucleotides (G, U, A, C)

mark experiments from 1987, decades before the current

as a script to convey genetic information and is read by

pandemic. Now, more and more vaccines and treatments

ribosomes to initiate production. In 1987, Robert Malone,

are emerging and getting clinical trials after COVID-19

a graduate student from the Salk Institute for Biological

trailblazing efforts.

Studies in La Jolla, California, added strands of mRNA
to droplets of fat and introduced this concoction to human
cells. Much to his surprise, the cells began to produce
the desired proteins from the absorbed mRNA (Nature,
2021).
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Today’s COVID-19 vaccines rely
on this effect and inject specifically
sequenced mRNA into your body,
causing your own cells to produce a

of the AIDS epidemic, more than

small fragment of the coronavirus to

50,000 deaths were reported every

initiate an immune system response.

year, a number which many assumed

ticular type of cell that will target the

While simple in theory, decades of

as underreported given the political

fibrotic cells within the heart (Rur-

research in biochemistry and phar-

climate. Present-day, the condition is

ik et al., 2022). Chimeric antigen

maceutical sciences were required

highly manageable with treatment, yet

receptor (CAR) T cell therapy is an

to ensure the proper delivery of the

no vaccine has ever been developed

up-and-coming therapy primarily be-

mRNA, cost-effective synthesis of

that got past late-stage trials. The

ing used to treat cancers. By intro-

mRNA in a lab, and modifying the

hope is that by using mRNA tech-

ducing specific mRNA, T lymphocytes

mRNA itself so the body doesn’t

nology, which has proven to elicit

(a type of white blood cell) are

attack it before it can be transcribed.

a stronger immune system response

reconfigured to contain the necessary

While most of the world is focused

with COVID-19, “broadly neutralizing

receptors or CARs to bind to target

on the current pandemic, mRNA

antibodies” can be produced to fight

antigens expressed on cell surfaces

vaccine technology is widely ap-

the disease. While promising, the tri-

(Sterner, 2021). According to the

plicable to a number of conditions,

al is still relatively small scale; it will

authors, the ability for CAR T-cells

including HIV. This January, Moderna

test 56 healthy, HIV-negative adults.

to be generated in-vivo (within the

has announced early-stage clinical

A new paper published recently in

body) is the major accomplishment

trials of an mRNA-based HIV vac-

Science has also found applications

that could be translated to several

cine in conjunction with the nonprofit

for mRNA to treat cardiac fibrosis,

different therapies. Additionally, unlike

International AIDS Vaccine Initiative

a condition where heart tissue has

cancer, patients suffering from fibrotic

(IAVI) (Global News, 2022). At

stiffened or scarred. The paper uses

disorders will benefit from treatment

the height

mRNA technology to produce a par

even if some fibrotic cells remain.
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wealthy countries secured more than 87 percent of their vaccines, leaving poorer countries
While the science is speaking for itself on how

with a 1 in 500 vaccination rate compara-

versatile this new technology can be, there is

tively (NY Times, 2021). Those following

still cause for concern behind the availabili-

global events will know that the HIV epidemic

ty of these life-changing drugs if they come

is still rampant in poorer countries. While our

to market. While AstraZeneca and Johnson &

global HIV prevalence in adults sits at around

Johnson both pledged early on to provide their

0.7% as of 2020, countries in South Africa

COVID-19 vaccines on a nonprofit basis until

see greater than 10% prevalence between the

the end of the pandemic, Pfizer and Moder-

ages of 15-49 (KFF, 2021). Whether the

na, who both use mRNA technologies, have

medicine will go to those who genuinely need

profited massively on selling their product for

it will be up to the major pharmaceutical com-

more than 30 USD per person (based on

panies developing the drugs.

the recommended two doses) (The Guardian, 2021). Pfizer expected sales of up to
30 billion dollars in 2021. Many criticize how
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Try a guided
meditation

Do a self-care

Instant
Confidence
Boost

day at home

Learn about
something you are interested in

List all things you

Remember 3 goals

love about yourself

you have reached

Pay attention to your

Dance like nobody is

posture

watching
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Our Beginning
By C. MADRIA STEVEN

I floundered thrice
Plus some bites
A little too much
For ev'rybody
They all watched me crash hard
Into tree stumps of blights
I never knew what I'd find
When peering through the glass lense
It hit me like a tidal wave,
The sounds and sights mixed together
The deafening roar of thunder clouds
And pelting hail from ev'ry which way
Told my story and lined us up today
But the wind doesn't say that we can stay
So I kick dandelions outside,
Contemplating potential losses
I face these mountains alone here,
Abstaining from your retractions
The snow melts in your brown eyes,
But my throat bleeds just the same
We know kindness and strain
That never seems to fade
So here we both are,
Stuck in our circles
Pointing away,
Invisible
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The
Importance
of Self-Love
B y H A N S L AT E R

I

INTRODUCTION

t has been two years since the beginning of the
COVID-19 global pandemic. Many of us believed
that quarantining for two weeks would be more than

enough for the virus to calm down and for scientists to

only university students that have been struggling with

analyze the contagion. Two years later, it is a different

the pandemic and a good work-life balance; every-

story. However, this article is not about the pandem-

one has been. This is only natural, as humans were

ic, as that is the last thing we need to discuss while

not made for being stationary for so long. This article

receiving constant updates about it from all types of

will discuss the importance of self-care and list some

media. The main thing that has emerged within the two

tactics to encourage everyone to engage in some ac-

years of combating the disease and quarantining is the

tivities that are not wholly focused on work, school, or

huge impact that mental health issues have had on in-

pleasing others. This is incredibly important to discuss

dividuals. Many university students already struggle with

around this time of year, with Valentine's Day and

heavy course loads, part-time or full-time jobs, and

other love-orientated holidays approaching. Self-love is

life in general; mixing a pandemic with these stressors

one of the most important things anyone can exercise.

creates a terrible combination of anxiety and depres-

So, hopefully, this article will provide you with an in-

sion. Of course, it's not

sight into why and how self-love/self-care is essential,
and maybe some activities that you could practice at
home with yourself, family, or friends.
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WHAT IS SELF-LOVE/
SELF-CARE?
According to the dictionary, selfcare is, in basic terms, "the care of
ones-self, or specifically, the practice
of providing health care to onesself without the consultation of a
medical practitioner" (Merriam-Webster). What does that mean? To
put it plainly, this means to care for
oneself is to practice basic needs,
such as cooking, grooming, clothing,
and entertaining oneself to maintain good health. Historically, selfcare had a slightly different meaning
that was meant to include family
and community within this definition
to maintain one's sense of selfcare and the health of family and
community (Laposha & Smallfield,
2020). The definition has changed
to surround more of the individual rather than the community, but
does it truly matter what definition is
correct or not? Many individuals that
have participated in this article have
included practices of self-care that
involve another individual or a group

of people. So perhaps the definition

wonderful ideas!

of self-love or self-care is caring for oneself in a safe, nourishing

1.

Doing yoga, meditating, and

environment where one can obtain

practicing breathing exercises to

mental stability or clarity? This is

move energy through the body is

not a solid definition, just my inter-

a helpful way to practice mind-

pretation of it that may, or may not,

fulness and a good way to start

resonate with many people. As more

or end the day.

and more things unfold in the world

2. I walk around the park inces-

beyond our reach, it's nice to take a

santly because I'm trying to

step back and reflect on the things

catch Pokemon through the

we can control and do for ourselves.

Pokemon Go app, and there is

With this in mind, let me list some

a gym in my neighbourhood that

ideas of self-care/self-love that have

I am always defending.

been collected from a small group

3. Taking hot or cold showers to

of young adults and adults in the

wake up the body to prepare for

community.

the day or nourish myself before
bed.

FOR THE SAKE OF
MENTAL HEALTH!

4. Walking my dog or cat around
the block is always fun because
I usually get little kids asking if

Let's begin with some physical prac-

they can pet my animals, and I

tices of self-care. Being physical is

get to meet other puppies.

no easy task, especially when we

5. Skincare routines are a way to

are currently encouraged to remain at

check in with my body and en-

home, but there are ways to cir-

joy all the nice smelling products

cumvent this and stay safe in this

that I use to moisturize. It's like

pandemic. Thank you to the people

a cheap spa day.

who reached out and shared their
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Being creative and mindful is an excellent tool for
Physical exercise can be hard to achieve, but it is

becoming in touch with your inner child and keeping

important to remind oneself that we are alive and need

yourself happy with things that might remind you of

to burn energy in other ways. How about some creative

your childhood. Basic needs are a must too! Something

practices?

that many of us don't realise is that cooking, practising hygiene, or doing chores is a great way to declutter

1. Drawing or painting something simple is a great way

physical spaces and make you feel better internally.

to combat the stress cycle of work and school that
are always around.
2. Reading a chapter or a couple of pages of my
current favourite book inspires me and allows me a
form of escape from stress.

1. Cooking for my friends and family is a way that I
can take care of myself and others at the same
time. It also tricks my brain into eating and moving.
2. Taking hot showers and baths allow my body to

3. Playing video games for hours is a great way to

destress, especially with a new bath bomb or bubbly

relieve stress. Or binging my favourite TV shows

soap I recently purchased! You can also sit on your

because I love watching TV.

phone in the tub AND relax in a true millennial

4. Writing in my journal or sketchbook of thoughts I
had that day or story ideas helps me understand
how overloaded my brain truly is.
5. Baking is a lovely way for me to unwind from the
stress of the day or week, and I get a sweet treat
out of it!

fashion.
3. After I finish the dishes in the sink, I find that I
feel less anxious because the dirty clutter is gone.
It's the same when I do the laundry that has been
sitting in "the chair" for weeks.
4. Taking a nap and ensuring I get enough sleep is a
way I nourish myself, especially when I'm too tired
to think.
5. After doing a large grocery shop for myself or the
house, I feel better about myself because I got groceries to feed myself and others.
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CONCLUSION
Demonstrating self-care/self-love takes many different forms. There is no right or wrong way to
nourish yourself, as long as it is safe. However,
what is important is to take time for oneself and
know when to say no to others because alone
time is just as important as social time. This does
not mean isolating yourself from others but instead
being mindful of your mind and body's window of
tolerance. A window of tolerance is an individual's

Of course, the counselling services on campus are
accessible, and you can phone or email to book
an appointment to see any of the wonderful counsellors on campus. Again, I would like to thank
those who participated in this article and reached
out to share their favourite self-love tools. I hope
this was helpful and may provide others hope in
tackling the hard concept that is self-care.

ability to process and handle situations depending
on their mental and physical state. The point is
to maintain a healthy balance for yourself, and in
return, there might be a healthy reflection of your
community and family around you. It is incredibly
hard to do and maintain a healthy schedule, but
no one is alone in trying to practice self-care or
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trying to circumvent anxiety and depression.
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THREE LINES FREE

I stand in solidarity with ULFA.
Job action clarifies that quality work is not possible under proposed labour conditions. If students value the teaching, research,
and mentorship provided by faculty members, they must respect
their collective action and fight for recognition.
Hoping for fair and rational decision-making from all parties.

For more context:
I think recent communication on job action has spread some fear
and misdirected anger. As a graduate student, I understand that
learning and research could be disrupted, but I value the work
of my supervisor and respect their right to take job action. I see
student engagement with this issue as an investment in the future of the academy.

Kelsey Berg
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